Abstract-Consumer Demand Response (DR) is an important research and industry problem, which seeks to categorize, predict and modify consumer's energy consumption. Unfortunately, traditional clustering methods have resulted in many hundreds of clusters, with a given consumer often associated with several clusters, making it difficult to classify consumers into stable representative groups and to predict individual energy consumption patterns. In this paper, we present a shape-based approach that better classifies and predicts consumer energy consumption behavior at the household level. The method is based on Dynamic Time Warping. DTW seeks an optimal alignment between energy consumption patterns reflecting the effect of hidden patterns of regular consumer behavior. Using real consumer 24-hour load curves from Opower Corporation, our method results in a 50% reduction in the number of representative groups and an improvement in prediction accuracy measured under DTW distance. We extend the approach to estimate which electrical devices will be used and in which hours.
I. INTRODUCTION
Demand Response (DR) in electrical distribution systems is an important tool for improving a utility's economic and energy efficiency, reducing emissions, and integrating Renewables. Households represent at least 20% of electrical energy consumption, making DR an active area of research. In Household DR, individual households are asked to change their energy consumption pattern, often with only a few hours advanced warning. A central authority signals a selected subset of individual households to adjust their power consumption and often incentivizes this behavior through economic means.
The central economic problem in Household DR is selecting the "best" households to incentivize. This entails at least three sub-problems: First, classifying households into groups with similar energy consumption behaviors, second, predicting what a given consumers energy consumption will be in the next day, and third, estimating what devices that consumer uses each day. The first problem seeks to categorize or segment consumers, and the second and third problems seek to predict the potential benefit of incentivizing a particular customer. Unfortunately, a typical consumer exhibits a wide variation in their daily 24 hour energy consumption patterns, both across different days of the week and, most importantly, for a given day of the week.
Load curve is 24 hour record of the consumer household's energy consumption that reflects the pattern of household electrical devices usage. Although the daily pattern could be fairly routine, each device usage does not necessarily occur at the exact time every day, resulting in a set of load curves with similarity in shape, but with variation in time. Household load curves classification could be achieved through clustering. One of the challenges is to address similarity measures that are used to make clusters. Similar load curves are grouped together based on calculating similarity among load curves using similarity measures. Since the time of occurrence is not as important in grouping load curves with similar shape, the shape-based approach is appropriate. In the shape based approach, the elastic method such as Dynamic time Warping (DTW) [1] is used as a similarity measure [2] . As a result, the cluster is a grouping of similar shape where load curves in each group do not necessarily have similar value at each time point ( Figure  1 ).
In this paper we address household load curve clustering and prediction using the shape-based approach.The contributions are as follows.
1) Using DTW as a dissimilarity measure for clustering results in a 50% reduction in the number of 24 hour energy clusters, compared to traditional K-means and gaussian based E&M algorithm. 2) Based on DTW clusters, we develop a Markov model based method for estimating an individual households energy consumption which does not require the knowledge driver variables such as weather data. 3) We present a new and effective method of estimating when and what devices in a household is used. We show that the probabilistic bound for this fine grain prediction is tight when the power vector is appropriately chosen.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Electricity consumption classification and aggregate load forecasting has been extensively studied. Most forecasting techniques model a relationship between aggregated load demand and driver variables such as calendar effect, weather effect and lagged load demand (e.g. demand at previous hours or at the same hours of previous days). In this paper, however, we focus exclusively on individual household classification and load forecasting. What follows is a summary of prior work on cluster based classification and load forecasting.
Clustering is a technique where similar data are placed into the same group without prior knowledge of groups definition [2] . There is different similarity measures used to specify the similarity between time series. Among the most popular are Euclidean distance, Hausdorff distance, HMM-based distance, Dynamic time warping (DTW) and Longest Common Sub-Sequence (LCSS) [2] . One significant application of time series clustering is electricity consumption pattern discovery, where several techniques based on Euclidean distance has been developed. [3] uses unsupervised learning technique such as K-means and SOM to classify load curves. In [4] , L 2 clustering metric was used, and the resulting number of classes is an order of thousands. In [5] , results from using various clustering algorithms such as hierarchical clustering, K-means and fuzzy K-means are compared. In [6] the authors propose a dynamic model for load curves clustering, fitting individual load curve using semi hidden markov model (SHMM), and classifying those curves by spectral clustering. In [7] , the authors present K-SC algorithm, an extension of Kmeans, with the metric that find the optimal alignment including translation and scaling for matching the shape of the two time series.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance [1] finds the optimal alignment between two time series by stretching or compressing the segments of the series. The distance has been demonstrated in various applications [8] , [9] , [10] . For time series clustering and classification, the authors of [11] examine clustering algorithms using DTW, suggesting the problem with averaging time series based on this measure. In [12] , the author proposes a technique for averaging time series based on DTW distance, which produces clusters with good quality when used in K-means. In [13] , the author introduces weighted DTW distance, which penalizes points with higher phase difference between reference point and a testing point to prevent minimum distance distortion. The author in [14] proposes a Derivative Dynamic Time Warping (DDTW), where the distance is measured between higher level feature of the time series obtained by the first derivative. In [15] , alternatives fuzzy clustering algorithms using DTW distance are proposed.
Load forecasting traditionally refers to forecasting the expected electricity demand at aggregated levels, such as small area or utility level [16] [17] . In a Global Energy Forecasting Competition 2012 (GEFCom2012), several techniques have been developed for a load forecast at a zonal and system level (sum of electricity consumption from 20 zones) [18] . Among the techniques used by the selected entries are multiple linear regression (MLR), generalized additive model, gradient boosting machines, random forest, neural network etc. Most of the techniques requires a knowledge of driver variable such as temperature and calendar effect to construct a predictor. In [19] , the authors use the multiple linear regression model with added recency effect. Through variable selection, they find the optimal number of lagged hourly temperature and moving average temperature needed in a regression model. To accommodate some non-linear relationships between load and driver's variables, generalized additive model has been introduced. In [20] , the authors develop a semi-parametric model for half hourly demand, and use natural logarithm to transform raw demand. In [21] , the authors develop the model including long term trend estimate, medium term estimate which describes electricity demand response for temperature changes, and short term estimate which reflects local behavior. In [22] , the authors uses gradient boosting to forecast the load for GEFCom2012. Among several AI techniques, Artificial neural network is of interest for load forecast, since it does not require explicit function of a relationship between input and output [16] . In [23] , the authors compare several ANN based load forecasting techniques.They emphasize the importance of appropriate architecture in neural network design and avoidance of overfitting. Support vector machine (SVM) generally works well data for classification, and can also be used for regression. The authors in [24] use support vector regression (SVR) with calendar variables, temperature and past load as an input to predict maximum daily values load for UNITE competition 2001. [25] applies immune algorithm as a parameter selection for SVR model. However, due to the lack of high frequency temperature data, they also need temperature forecast, which expands the margin for load prediction error. Although most of the existing literature focus on load forecasting at the utility, substation or larger level, the techniques and methodology could be applied to smaller level forecast. Furthermore, the availability of smart meter data from the past decade has enabled hierarchical load forecasting (HLF), which covers forecasting at various levels, from household to corporate level, from few minutes ahead to years ahead.
III. HOUSEHOLD LOAD CURVES
A household load curve is a 24 hour record of the consumer household's energy consumption. In this paper consumption is sampled every hour using the AMI infrastructure. The load curves reflect the pattern of consumer's daily lives in the devices they use and the energy they consume: Hair dryer, microwave, range, etc. However, even though the daily patterns are fairly routine, the exact time or sequence in which devices are used can be expected to vary greatly with the individual's immediate circumstances (e.g. she blowdries her hair at 6:45 rather than after breakfast at 7:30). This is reflected in the variation of load curves (Figure 2 ), even for a very consistent set of behavioral patterns.This problem makes clustering the data and consumer classification difficult. Clustering can generate many different clusters even for a single individual, greatly complicating individual load prediction. This is especially true for similarity measures such as L 1 , L 2 , or other inelastic metrics.
IV. CLUSTERING WITH DYNAMIC TIME WARPING (DTW)
Since Household DR is focused on understanding patterns of human electric device usage in order to reduce energy consumption, the shape-based approach clustering is most appropriate for load curves. Time of occurrence of patterns is not as important to find a similarity in shape. Therefore, elastic methods such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [1] is a suitable similarity measure. Using DTW, the shapes of two load curves are matched as well as possible by non-linear stretching and contracting of the time axes [2] . As a result, the clusters can be thought of as a grouping of common electric device usage pattern, where load curves in each group do not necessarily have similar value at each time point.
In this work, we assume that a typical consumer exhibits up to about 1 hour variation in time of electrical devices usage, which results in stretching and contracting Clearly, A1 and A2 has a similar shape and should be grouped together. However, using euclidean distance in clustering would not result in A1 and A2 belong to the same cluster since
The shape based similarity measures such as DTW give a lower dissimilarity between A1 and A2 and therefore result in A1 and A2 belong to the same cluster. 
Generated load curves Devices usage pattern
Figure 2: Three load curves generated from the same pattern of behavior but with variation in time. The triangle represents electric oven usage and the rectangle represents air condition usage. If the top load curve is generated from a routine pattern, the middle load curve is a result from using an oven and air condition 1 hour later than the typical routine. The bottom load curve is a result from using an oven 1 hour later, and using an air condition 1 hour before the routine.
of the time axes within each 2 hours long period. The warping path [26] of DTW is chosen so that each point in a load curve is compared to at most two previous or two latter points in time from another load curve ( figure  3 ). Using DTW with this warping path as a similarity metric, the clusters of load curves with similar shape are constructed regardless of stretching and contracting of the time axes.
To calculate DTW distance between two load curves, DTW(X, Y ), we use an algorithm based on dynamic programming to determine the optimal comparison path. The algorithm recursively compute the costs of the alignment between subsequences of X and Y and store them in an accumulate cost matrix C. Let x n and y m be an hourly energy consumption of different load curves. We use a distance measure d(x n , y m ) = (x n − y m )
2 . The cost of the optimal alignment can be recursively computed by
(1) where X n is the subsequence x 1 , . . . , x n and Y m is the subsequence y 1 , . . . , y m . The overall dissimilarity is given by Then,
Figure 3:
Step size condition in DTW Given a set of load curves X, and the number of clusters K, the goal of DTW based clustering algorithm is to find for each cluster k, an assignment C k , and the cluster prototype µ k that minimize Within Cluster Sum (WC), defined as
We start the DTW based clustering algorithm with a random initialization of the cluster centers. In the assignment step, we assign each load curve to the closest cluster, based on DTW(X, Y ). After finding cluster membership of all load curves, we update cluster prototype, µ * k which is the minimizer of the sum of DTW(X, µ k ) over all X ∈ C k :
The algorithm is equivalent to the K-medoids clustering [27] using a DTW similarity metric.
A. Data Description
The data for clustering consists of 23,254 load curves from 1057 households provided by Opower Corporation. Each load curve is a 24 hour electricity consumption record from one household. Each household (with unique customer id) has total 22 load curves recorded between July 19 2012 to August 9 2012. Each load curve is presmoothed using cubic spline and normalized to sum to one. As a baseline, we also cluster the data using Kmeans and E&M.
B. Cluster Quality
As will be seen, DTW results in a smaller number of clusters and lower household variability. To evaluate the quality of clusters, we compute three performance matrices.
1) The value of the clustering objective function WC, defined in Equation 2, which measures the compactness of the clusters.
2) The sum of DTW distance between cluster centers, WB = 1 2 i =j DTW(µ i , µ j ), which measures diversity of the clusters [7] .
3) The ratio of within cluster sum to between cluster variation (WCBCR) [28] based on DTW(X, Y ), defined by WCBCR = W C W B . A good clustering has a low value of WC and WCBCR, and large distance between cluster centers (WB). Figure 4 displays WC, WB and WCBCR versus the number of cluster prototypes. For comparison, we also show the results from K-means and E&M clustering. DTW based clustering achieves lower value of WC and WCBCR, and larger value of WB.
Equivalently, DTW results in fewer clusters a given the same WC and WCBCR. The appropriate number of clusters could be estimated graphically by using the rule of the 'knee' [28] from WCBCR plot , which gives values between 8 to 10 for DTW clustering, 20 for for K-means and between 14 to 16 for E&M.
C. Consumer Variability
To capture variability in clusters, we utilize a notion of entropy from information theory [4] . When M load (c) WCBCR from clustering using DTW is consistently lower than the result using K-means and E&M. curves from household n are clustered into K clusters, the entropy is defined as
where p k is the ratio between the number of load curve that falls into cluster k and the total number of load curves. Smaller S n corresponds to greater consistency. After clustering the load curves into 10 clusters, average entropy from DTW clustering is 0.5, while that from K-means is 0.7 and that from E&M is 0.64 ( Figure  5 ). The lower average household variability from DTW suggests that energy consumption of each household is more suitably described by an elastic model such as DTW. In Figure 6 , weekday load curves for a single individual are considered. Clustering using DTW results in a single cluster, while using K-means with L 2 metric results in three clusters. 
V. LOAD CURVE PREDICTION
In this section we make day ahead load curve predictions for an individual household. We use DTW based cluster prototypes and and Markov techniques based on load shapes to make this prediction. The prediction has two steps. First, we select the best next day load shape from the cluster prototypes, conditioned on the current day's load curve. Then, we scale the selected prototype to obtain the prediction.
A. Day Ahead Load Shape Selection
Conceptually we construct Markov models based on the shapes of load curves, or more usefully, parts of load curves. Given K clusters and D days history of load curves from an individual consumer whose next day consumption to be predicted, let first consider the simplest setting. We encode each past load curve with the index of the nearest cluster under DTW distance. If a d represents the encoded cluster of day d load curve, we model a sequence {a d : d = 1, . . . , D} as a stationary Markov process. We use empirical data to calculate the probability transition, P (a d+1 |a d ) which is the conditional probability of the encoded cluster of the next day load curve, given that of today load curve. We then use this probability transition matrix to predict the cluster of the next day load curve. The prototype of the selected cluster is then 24 hour long predicted load shape.
More generally, we can apply this concept to portions of 24-hour load curves. We divide each 24 hour day into n p equal length periods, each period has 24 np hours long record. We cluster each period's load curves separately, resulting in n p sets of K clusters. For load curves of an individual consumer whose next day consumption to be predicted, denote period p of day d load curve by
np . If Λ is a set of all possible X d,p , and Σ is a set of all possible cluster indices ({ 1, . . . , K }), the encoder function dp-ENC : Λ → Σ (Algorithm 1) returns the index of period p cluster whose DTW distance from its prototype to the input is minimum. If a d,p = dp-ENC(X d,p ), we use empirical data to calculate the probability transition,
which is the conditional probability of the encoded cluster of period p, given that of period p on the previous day to period p − 1 on the same day (Algorithm 2) (Note, the list of conditioning variables can be adjusted as appropriate). We then use this to iteratively predict the cluster and corresponding prototype of the next day load curve (Algorithm 3), starting from period 1 to period n p . Figure 7 illustrates this procedure. Furthermore, to reflect the calendar effect, two Markov based models should be constructed, one for weekdays prediction and the other for weekends prediction.
For example, as illustrated in figure 6 , if n p = 2, we would have two sets of K clusters : AM cluster and PM cluster. If a d,AM and a d,P M represents the encoded cluster of X d,AM and X d,P M respectively, we calculate P AM (a d,AM |a d−1,AM , a d−1,P M ) which is the conditional probability of the encoded cluster of the AM load, given that of the previous day AM and PM load. We proceed in a similar fashion to calculate 
Algorithm 2 Calculation of probability transition to period p cluster, conditioned on previous periods
for g ∈ G do
7:
for i from 1 to K do 9:
10:
return P p Algorithm 3 DTW-Markov shape-based prediction
) ⊲ Encode period p day d load curve with DTW cluster index 2: for d from 1 to D do 3: for p from 1 to n p do 4:
⊲ Calculate probability transition matrices and select the prototype as a shape predictor for the each period 6: for p from 1 to n p − 1 do 7: 
Out put Figure 7 : Shape-based prediction procedure (Algorithm 3)
Encoded cluster Table I : Example of calculating conditional probability of encoded cluster for each period load curve.
B. Adjustment on Predicted Load Shape
We obtain from load shape prediction procedure (Algorithm 3) the prototypes for each portion (period) of the next day load curve. However, these prototypes have been normalized from the clustering process. Therefore, the final forecast of each period is obtained by an extra scaling step,X
The scaling coefficient α D+1,p is computed to minimize the weighted sum of squared errors of the past forecast,
where X d,p is an actual period p day d load curve,Ŝ d,p is a corresponding predicted prototype, M is the number Table I of previous days for which load curve predictions have been made, and β is a weighting factor in the range 0 < β i < 1 whose effect is to de-emphasize the old data.
However, if the past load forecast is not available (for example, when the number of available past load information is small and hence the recursive prediction would not be accurate), we could obtain a naive estimate,
where 1 is an all-ones vector. Using this estimate, the sum of the final predicted load curve is the average of past period p load curves sum.
C. Load Curve Prediction Experiment
In this experiment we predict next day load curves using empirical data provided by Opower. Based on clusters from section IV, we encode the load curves and construct two Markov based models: one for weekdays and one for weekends. We divide households into two groups: validation set for prediction model parameters selection and the test set for prediction. The validation set is 3300 load curves recorded between July 19 2012 to August 9 2012. from 150 households in low variability group. Each household has 22 consecutive days of data. We use "leave one out" cross validation by using 21 days to construct Markov based models, and make the prediction for the other day. The test set is 1100 load curves from another 50 households, also in low variability group.
D. Prediction Model Parameters Selection
We need to specify number of training set clusters (K) and number of periods (n p ) for our DTW-Markov prediction model. We select these parameters using trialand-error method, varying K and n p , and selecting the pair that results in the lowest normalized DTW error (DTWE) on validation data, where
The reason for using DTWE as opposed to widely used error measure such as mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is to evaluate the predicted sequence based on how well it describes a consumer underlying electricity usage pattern. We vary K from 2 to 50, incrementing by 2 and vary n p from 1 to 3. There are total 75 models. Table ? ? enumerates the models based on different K − n p pairs where each model applied to all households, we obtain the table corresponding to the mean DTWE values on the validation data. As K increases, DTWE improves up to critical number of cluster. After this value, the behavior gradually stabilizes. The number of clusters where DTWE begins to stabilize is around 10 for n p = 1 and around 12 for n p = 2. We choose the model with n p = 2 and K = 12 to balance the tradeoff between DTWE and number of clusters, which results in DTWE of 0.172 on validation data.
E. Prediction Results
Using the DTW-Markov based model (n p = 2, K = 12) to make a prediction on test data (Electricity consumption on August 10 th 2012 for each of 50 Opower customer households), results in mean DTWE of 0.182. Table IV : Mean DTWE value from the prediction on the test data from DTW-Markov model (np = 2, K = 12), compared to the selected models from the lieterature DTW-Markov model reduces the DTWE by 15%, 27%, 10% and 31% from model A, B, C and D respectively . Figure 9 shows predicted load curve from DTW-Markov model, compared to those from model A-D.
F. Complexity Analysis
The complexity of DTW-Markov prediction algorithm occurs from clustering and Markov chain modeling. We consider the complexity in each task.
1) K-medoids with DTW distance clustering K-medoids requires calculation of DTW distance between pairs of load curves in the training set. Given that training data consists of N tr load curves, the complexity of PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) is O(K(N tr − K) 2 ) for each iteration. We need to vary K for model selection. However, since the approximated number of cluster of full load curve from DTW is around 10 (section IV), we limit K to at most 50. As a result, the complexity of this step is simply O(N 2 tr ). Furthermore, we only need to do clustering once. The set of prototypes could be used to predict 24 hours ahead consumption of any consumer.
2) Markov Chain Modeling
To predict an electricity consumption of a household on day D + 1, given past D days load curves, we need to model a Markov chain from {a d,p , d = 1, . . . , D, p = 1, . . . n p }. Cluster assignment step requires calculation of DTW distance between each past day load curve and the cluster prototypes, resulting in a complexity of O(n p KD). Probability transition calculation requires at most O(K np+1 D) operations However, with the bounded value of n p and K, the complexity becomes O(D).
VI. POWER LEVEL DECOMPOSITION (PLD)
In this section, we extend the prediction problem to estimating how much energy each device uses each hour during a 24 hour period. For example, estimating aircondition energy usage when only total energy usage from all devices in the house is observed. We consider two cases. One, where an entire 24 hour load curve is available to estimate device energy usage. Second, where only previous days load curves are available and an estimate is needed for the next day.
A. PLD estimation from full load curve information
For each load curve, we model an Appliance Usage Matrix,Ã whereÃ ij indicates the amount of energy used at power level j (corresponding to device j) divided by power level j, during hour i.
We first define the following matrices involved in this section.
1)Ã is the actual but unknown Appliance Usage Matrix. 2) A is an estimate ofÃ, obtained from solving 10. 3)Â is a predicted Appliance Usage Matrix, based on partially known load curve. SinceÃ is not directly observable, we first indicate how to find A given complete load curve information. There are several approaches to estimate A including L 1 norm minimization which promotes sparsity, total variation (TV) norm minimization, and other forms of convex optimization. However, we first introduce a minimum Frobenius norm estimate, which has useful properties for clustering and prediction problem.
whose closed form solution is
where x is complete 24 hour vector load curve, p is a vector of power levels corresponding to the operation of Figure 10a and 11a shows the sparsity pattern of PLD matrices when the cutoff is its median. The rows of A with larger elements corresponds to the hours with higher energy usage.
B. Clustering PLD matrices
Let A x and A y be PLD matrices corresponding to load curves x and y obtained from the optimization 10. Define DTW distance between two PLD matrices as DTW(A x , A y ) = i dtw(a xj , a yj ), where a xj and a yj are j th column of A x and A y respectively. This could be interpret as a sum of DTW distance across time over all power levels. We have the following equivalences.
As a result, clustering PLD matrices using K-means or K-medoids with DTW dissimilarity is equivalent to clustering the load curves and then converting each load curve in the clusters to PLD using equation 11. 
C. PLD Prediction
In this section, we estimate 24 hour ahead device usage from previous days usage information. Given previous days load curve, the idea is to estimateÃ.
Given previous days usage information, load curve predictionx is obtained from DTW-markov procedure (Algorithm 3, equation 5). Then, PLD predictionÂ is obtained fromx using 10. Using the Frobenius norm distance measure, PLD prediction error is Prediction Error : MSE(Â,Ã) = Â −Ã F Ã F LetÃ = A + H, where H has rank R H and σ 1 is a maximum singular value of H, we have the following bound on the PLD prediction error,
We find the CDF of upper and lower bounds of PLD prediction error under Frobenius norm distance measure, which are random functions of σ 1 (H). We model H as a gaussian random matrix [31] , whose entries are independent standard Gaussian variates. Equivalently, σ 2 1 is the largest eigenvalue of the real Wishart matrix H T H. The distribution of σ 2 1 approaches the Tracey-Widom law of order 1, which can be approximated by a properly scaled and shifted gamma distribution [32] .
For the upper bound g U (σ
where we assume that load curve prediction error under L 2 distance is bounded (
This is a valid assumption since R H tends to be very large. For example, the number of electricity devices in the household (number of columns of H) is typically larger than 10, and the number of electricity consumption records in a day (number of rows of H which is 24 for our paper) could be as large as 144, for smart meter data collected at 10 minutes interval.
We are interested in how scaling factor α affects the CDF of these bounds. We plot the CDF of lower and upper bounds under different values of α and make the following observations:
RH . Therefore, F gU (t) ≈ 0 when t 2 ≤ R H , and
2) With smaller α, the gap between CDF of both bounds is smaller (Figure 12b ).
. Therefore, the CDF of both bounds has a sharp cutoff at t = The bound of the PLD prediction error is tight when the units of the power vector are appropriately chosen. As αp 2 is smaller, both bounds approaches
, which is load curve prediction error under L 2 distance.
D. Sparse PLD Estimate
To avoid unnecessary zero elements in the estimate ofÃ, we could use L 1 minimization or a combination of both Frobenius norm and L 1 norm regularization. Define an entry-wise norm of m × n matrix as A 1 = m i=1 n j=1 |a ij | , then the estimate could be obtained by solving
The larger λ 2 relative to λ 1 , the estimate tends to be more sparse. However, when λ 2 = 0, A does not have a closed form solution. As a result, to make a prediction for each device usage pattern (each column), we need to apply DTW K-medoids clustering and prediction procedure (Algorithm 3) to each column separately. Furthermore, the equivalence relations (12), (13) and the prediction error bound (14) are no longer true for this case.
VII. CONCLUSION
We present the shape-based approach to household level electric load curve clustering, household level load curve prediction, and time of use device estimation. Based on the observation that individuals express their patterns of energy consumption behavior at different times in different days, we present a new DR clustering metric, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) for shape-based clustering. Using DTW, the shapes of two load curves are matched as well as possible by non-linear stretching and contracting of the time axes. As a result, clustering based on DTW metric results in a relatively smaller number of classes, higher clustering efficiency measures, and smaller household variability compared to traditional K-means and gaussian based E&M algorithm.
Based on the prototypes from DTW based clustering, we encode the load curves with the nearest prototype under DTW distance, and construct Markov based models on the sequence of encoded load curves. The prediction is the best next day prototype, conditioned on the current day's encoded load curve. To measure the accuracy of our prediction method, we define the prediction error metric under DTW distance, DTWE. Our prediction method results in a lower prediction error on average, compared to selected forecasting techniques in the literature.
Furthermore, we introduce Power Level Decomposition (PLD), where a load curve is decomposed into a matrix which provides an information on energy each device uses each hour during a 24 hour period. Given previous days load curves, we propose the method to predict the full PLD matrix. The probabilistic bound for this fine grain prediction error under Frobenius norm is tight when the power vector is appropriately chosen. In the future, we would like to explore and compare the performance of PLD estimates from different kinds of regularization or convex optimization.
VIII. APPENDIX A. Prediction Model (A-D) Implementation
Here we provide the detailed implementation on load curve prediction models we use to compare with our DTW-Markov based model (Table IV) . 1) Model A : Tao's vanilla benchmark model with recency effect [19] This is multiple linear regression model first proposed by [29] . It is used to produce benchmark scores for GEFCom2012. We use the extended version of this model [19] , where the recency effect is added. We select the best average-lag pair (d−h pair) that gives the best mean DTWE across 190 households in validation set. 2) Model B : Semi-parametric additive model [21] The semi-parametric additive model accommodates non-linear relationship between load and driver's variables, We use the ST model (short term horizon) proposed by [21] where non-linear functions of temperature, calendar variables and lagged demand are estimated using cubic spline regression. For each customer, we fit one model per instance of the day. The load is recorded every hour so that we fit 24 models corresponding to 24 hours per day. 3) Model C : Support Vector machine [24] Support vector regression (SVR) applies risk minimization principle to minimize an upper bound of the generalization error [25] . This model was the winning entry in 2001 EUNITE competition in mid-term load forecasting whose goal is to predict daily maximum load ( [24] ). For comparison purpose, we apply SVR to forecast hourly load with the following input features, six binaries encoding Monday to Saturday respectively (Sunday is represented as all six attributes are set to zero), one numeric encoding temperature data, two numerics encoding past 24 hours load and past 48 hours load respectively. We select the model parameters by enumerating all 165 models based on different pairs of ǫ and cost, and choose the one that gives the best mean DTWE across households in validation set.. 4) Model D : Artificial Neural Network [30] One of the implementation of ANN for short term load forecast is ANNSTLF [30] , which includes base load ANN forecaster and load change forecaster. ANNSTLF based softwares were commercialized and are used by a large number of utilities across US and Canada [23] .
B. Distance between PLD matrices
The equivalence relation in equation 13 
